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Product Advantage Product specification

Extremely quiet and 

safe electric pet razor
GULAMACHINE 30

5,21 

EUR

Weight: 30 kg                                        

Box size: 

55*29*16,5 cm                      

1. Powerful clipper                                                                                                                           

It ensures precise cuts and stable control. Suitable even for 

horses.

2. Best quality                                                                                                                                          

Sharp titanium knife in combination with an additional ceramic 

movable blade enables accurate and efficient shearing of cats, 

dogs, rabbits, horses…

3. Fittings for lengths 3, 6, 9, 12 mm!                                                                                          

The attachments ensure a safe haircut for your home friend, 

even if you have never done so.

4. Precise engine, low vibration and very quiet design                                                                             

Working noise is less than 60 DB, so your pet will not be afraid 

of shearing.

5. Wireless design                                                                                                                             

The pet care kit is equipped with a charger. 5 hours of charging 

is enough for 70 minutes of use.

Package includes:

1 x unit (the same as on the picture)

4 x clippers

1 x USB cable

1 x cleaning brush

1 x user's manual in ENG

Set of two orthopedic 

bowls for cats

PURRPOT 20
3,84 

EUR

Weight: 8,8 kg                                        

Box size: 69*53*31 

cm                      

Our PURRPOT bowls are tilted and raised so that your cat can be 

in the most optimal ergonomic feeding position.

7 REASONS WHY VETERINARIANS RECOMMEND RAISED FOOD 

BOWLS

They are a protective measure against vomiting and reflux

They improve digestion by using gravity to make it easier for 

the cat to swallow food

They help with cats that eat too fast

They improve hygiene in untidy cats

They reduce neck strain and pain in cats with arthritis

They are safe from insects

They are more comfortable to feed, especially for older cats 

with worn joints

Electric plush fish for 

animals
PETFISH 200

2,97 

EUR

Weight: 20,5kg      

Box size: 

60*45*45cm

Make your cat happy! Our PETFISH toy is the best interactive 

toy with a built-in sensor that automatically moves to keep your 

cat entertained.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Size: 28 cm

Material: Cloth + PP cotton + motor

Product Details 


